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1. Introduction 
An unravel of a sequence x is a bag of nonempty subsequences of x that when 
shuffled together can give back x. For example, the sequence “accompany” can be 
unravelled into three lists “acm”, “an”, and “copy”. The order of these lists is not 
important but duplications do matter; for example, “peptet” can be unravelled into 
two copies of “pet”. Thus, an unravel is essentially a bag of sequences and not a 
list or set. 
An unravel is called an upravel if all its component sequences are ascending. 
Since each of “acm”, “an”, and “copy” are ascending, they give an upravel of 
“accompany”. Each nonempty sequence has at least one upravel, namely the upravel 
consisting of just singleton sequences. However, of all possible upravels we want 
to determine one with the least number of elements. 
The problem of the smallest upravel is one of the most instructive and challenging 
problems I have ever come across. Indeed, it has been responsible for an important 
piece of new theory in the derivation of solutions to optimisation problems (namely, 
Theorem 3 below). The problem was first posed by Lambert Meertens in September 
1984, at a meeting of WG2.1 at Pont a Mousson, France (see [5]). Subsequently, 
Kaldewaij [4] published a quite different solution. Kaldewaij’s solution was based 
on a constructive proof of a specialisation of Dilworth’s Theorem: the size of a 
smallest upravel of x is equal to the length of the longest decreasing subsequence 
of x. This fact can be combined with a well-known algorithm for finding the length 
of a longest decreasing subsequence in O(n log n) steps to produce an algorithm 
for the smallest upravel with the same time complexity. 
Although Kaldewaij’s method is a model of mathematical elegance and brevity 
([4] consists of a single page), it is somewhat unsatisfactory from the perspective 
of a computing scientist interested in the principles of systematic algorithm design. 
The key notion, that of a longest decreasing sequence, is pulled out of a hat (the 
technical term is “rabbit”). Our purpose here is to consider more direct approaches 
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to the problem, including a rephrasing of Meertens’ original derivation. In order to 
focus on the essential ideas, as well as keeping the presentation reasonably short, 
we omit many formal details. 
2. Specification 
We can specify the problem as one of computing sur (short for “smallest upravel”), 
where 
sur E Min, . all upa .unravels. (1) 
We omit the standard specification of up, and assume familiarity with the basic 
notations: filter (a), map (*), and reduction (O/). (For details, consult [l-3].) 
Applied to a set (of bags) the function Min, returns those of smallest size (#). For 
functions f and F we write f s F to mean that f x E Fx for all x, so E is interpreted 
pointwise. 
Specification (1) should be compared to the following more restrictive version: 
sur = n,/. all upa . unravels. (2) 
The operator fl, is here applied to two bags of sequences and selects the smaller 
of its two arguments under some total ordering s # that respects size, i.e., bx s # by 
implies # bx G #by. (By the way, we use x as an identifier for sequences, bx for a 
bag of sequences, and sbx for a set of bags of sequences.) The difference between 
(1) and (2) is that with the former we can choose any smallest upravel, but with 
the latter we have the freedom only to choose s+. We return to this “tighter” 
specification in the penultimate section. 
The interesting task is to specify unravels. This function has type 
unravels E [A] + {2[A]‘l} 
for some ordered type A such as characters or numbers. Thus, unravels takes a 
possibly empty sequence and returns a set of bags of nonempty sequences. 
To specify unravels, we first specify the inverse function ravels (see [2] for another 
example of this style of specification). This function takes a bag of sequences and 
shuffles them together in all possible ways. Thus, ravels returns a set of sequences. 
For possibly empty sequences x and y, the shuffles x E y are defined by taking 
and 
C[al++x)~([bl++y) 
=([al-tt)*(x~([bl-Ky))u([bl~)*((Eal~x)~~). 
Thus, E has type [A]x[A]+{[A]}. H owever, we can restrict x to have type 
[A]+x [A]‘+{[A]‘} by modifying the above definition to exclude the empty 
sequence. 
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For the next step we need some new notation. For 0 E B2+ {B}, introduce the 
lifted operator 0” defined by 
sa@“sb=u/{a@b(aEsa~bEsb}. 
Thus, 0” has type { B}2 + { B}. In particular, E0 takes pairs of sets of (nonempty) 
sequences to a set of sequences. It is associative and commutative, with identity 
element {[I}. Commutativity is easy to prove, but associativity is a little trickier and 
we omit details. 
Now we define 
ravels = ?Z “/ . T*, 
where TX = {x}. For example, 
ravels X11, [2,31, [4X 
= I[111 =“{[2,31] #“{[411 
= {[ll> #“{[4,2,31, [2,4,31, [2,3,41) 
= {[I, 4,2,31, [4,1,2,31,[4,2,1,31, [4,2,3,11,. . .I. 
The result is the set of twelve permutations of {1,2,3,4} in which 2 precedes 3. 
By definition, the unravels of x are just those bags of sequences that when ravelled 
give a set that contains x. We therefore have 
unravels = p( # “/ . T*), (3) 
where the operator p is defined by 
pFb={aIbEFa}. 
If FE A + {B}, then ~_LF E B + {A}. The function ~_LF corresponds to the relational 
converse of F when F is interpreted as a relation R such that aRb just when b E Fa. 
Many of the properties of p are closely related to Inv, the inverse image function. 
Equation (3) looks complicated and not easy to manipulate. Fortunately, there 
is a theorem that can help. 
Theorem 1. Suppose FE IA] + {B} is dejined by F = 0°/ . f *, where f E A + {B} and 
OE B’-+(B). Then 
PFb = {ISI b = e} 
u{2aS+++fh A xE@b, A (b,,b,)EpCL(O)b), 
where e is the identity element of 0” and + denotes bag union. 
Theorem 1 can be used to give a recursive decomposition of unravels: 
unravels x = (111 x = [I} 
u{Jy~+by]byEunravelsz A x~yzz}. 
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This decomposition is used below as the starting point for one of the derivations 
of a solution to the smallest upravel problem. 
2.1. An inductive characterisation 
We can also use Theorem 1 to generate an inductive definition of unravels. Rather 
than do this, we will motivate the inductive definition directly. Suppose sbx is the 
set of unravels of x. Each unravel of x tt [a] can be obtained by taking some bx E sbx 
and adding [a] as a new component of bx, or by appending a to some existing 
component of bx. If we do this in all possible ways, we obtain all the unravels of 
x tt [a]. The empty sequence has one unravel, namely the empty bag. Hence we have 
unravels [] = {Jl}, 
unravels(xtt[a])={by+j[a]J]byEunraveksx} 
u{by--~y~+2y+t[a]~lyEby A byEunravelsx}. 
We can simplify this definition by using some standard and new notation. First, a 
function f defined by the scheme, 
f[l=e, 
f(xtt[al) =fxOa, 
is called a left-reduction and written f = 0 % e. Then we have 
unravels = 0” 74 {jl}, 
where 
(4) 
bxOa={bx-jx~+jxtt[a]~IxEbx}u{bx+~[a]~} 
and the decorated operator 0” is defined by 
(5) 
sbx0” a = u/ (@a) * sbx. (6) 
In general, if 0 E B x A + {B}, then 0” E {B} x A + {B}. In the present case, we have 
B=j[A]+l. Note that sbO”a=sb@‘{a}. 
Equation (4) also looks complicated, but there is an established body of knowledge 
about the properties of left-reductions, some of which is used below. 
3. A greedy algorithm 
Two different derivations arise, depending on whether we start with the recursive 
decomposition for unravels or its characterisation as a left-reduction. Here, we start 
with the recursive decomposition. 
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First of all, using the two rules, 
Mitt, . u/ = Min, . u/ . Mitt,*, 
Min, . (x-t)* = (x+)* . Min, , 
of Min,, and the rule 
allp(x+bx) = px A allpbx 
we can obtain that sur [] = 11 and, for x # [I, 
surxEMin,{~y~+surzIupy A XE~EZ}. 
We omit details of this derivation, which gives a dynamic programming algorithm 
for computing sur. Our next task is to improve the algorithm to a greedy one. 
In order to obtain a greedy algorithm, we need some strategy for picking a y that 
is guaranteed to be in a smallest upravel. Perhaps we can take y to be any longest 
upsequence of x? The answer is no: the sequence [2,4,1,3] has a longest upsequence 
[2,3] but choosing it leads to the upravel 1[2,3], [4], [ 115, whereas there is a smaller 
upravel X2,41, [L 31s. 
Perhaps we can choose y to be some other maximal upsequence? (A sequence is 
a maximal upsequence if it is not a proper subsequence of any other upsequence.) 
The reason for focusing on maximal upsequences is that they are uniquely located 
in the parent sequence. More precisely, if y is a maximal upsequence of x, then y 
appears as a subsequence of x in exactly one position. To prove this, suppose y 
appears both at positions [i,, iI,. . . , i,] and [j,, jz, . . . , j,,,] in x. Take k to be the 
smallest value such that ik #j,, and suppose ih <j,. Then [j, , . . . , j,_, , ikr j,, . . . , j,] 
is the position of a greater upsequence, contradicting the maximality of y. 
It follows that for any maximal upsequence y there is a unique sequence z such 
that x E y z z. In fact, z = x - y, where (-) is the standard list-difference operator. 
If we find a maximal upsequence y of x, guaranteed to be in a smallest upravel, 
then we can take 
sur X = jyl+sur (x-y). 
Fortunately the answer is yes: one possibility, among others, is to take the leftmost 
maximal upsequence of x. This sequence, Imu x say, can be defined by a left-reduction 
@+[I, where []@a=[~] and 
(x*[bl)@a = 
xtt[b]tt[a], if bra, 
x”[bl 
9 otherwise. 
(7) 
There is an alternative characterisation of Imu; we have 
Imu= LJ/.subs, 
where subs x returns the set of subsequences of a sequence x, and XU y returns the 
greater of x and y under an ordering s defined in the following way. We take [] s x 
and 
xtt[a]<yit[b] - u<b v (u=b A xsy). 
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The advantage of the second characterisation, which we will not prove, is that lmu x 
can be specified without referring to positions in x. 
Now we must prove our claim that y = lmu x appears in a smallest upravel of x. 
Let x=[x,,x* ,..., x,] and suppose 6x is a smallest upravel of x. We show how to 
convert bx into another smallest upravel containing y as a component. Let a =x, 
and b = xk be adjacent elements of y (so a c b and j < k) that appear in different 
sequences, u tt [ a] it u and w tt [ 61 tt z, of bx. By definition of y, every element of 
[x,+, , . . . , xk-,] is less than a, so u is a subsequence of [xk+, , . . . , x,]. Furthermore, 
w is a subsequence of [x,, . . . , xr_,] and none of these elements is greater than a. 
It follows that wit ~1 is an upsequence of x and that we can replace the two elements 
ui+[a]tt-v and w+t[b]+tz of the upravel bx by two new elements u+[a, b]+z 
and w + v. By repeating this argument, we can bring all elements of y into the same 
component of a smallest upravel. But since no element of x can either precede or 
follow y, this component must be y itself. 
The above argument gives us a greedy algorithm for computing sur: 
if x = [I, 
jyS+sur (x-y), otherwise, 
where y = lmu x. 
(8) 
With the given implementation of lmu as a left-reduction, the greedy algorithm takes 
0(n2) steps, where n = #x. 
The greedy algorithm makes several passes through the input, computing a single 
component of the bag at each pass. To obtain a single-pass algorithm, we can 
represent the bag lx,, x2,. . , xLJ by a sequence [x,, x2,. . . , xk], where xk = lmu x, 
xk-, = Imu (x -xk), and so on. Using this representation, we can compute sur by a 
left-reduction sur = 0 + [I, where [] 0 a = [[a]] and 
(XStf[X])OU = 
xs-tt[x+t[u]], if ItxSu, 
(XSOU)i+[X], otherwise. 
For reasons of space we omit details. Implemented directly, evaluation of xs0 a 
takes time linear in the length of xs, but since the last elements of sequences in xs 
are in ascending order, we can use binary search to reduce this to logarithmic time. 
It follows that the smallest upravel can be computed in O(n log n) steps, where n 
is the length of the input. 
4. Promotion 
The other method of attack, and the one originally pursued by Meertens, is to 
start with the definition of unravels as a left-reduction and attempt to “promote” 
this pattern of computation into the final result. It is easy to promote the filter 
all upQ, so we shall just state the result. Introducing 
upravels = all upU . unravels, 
we get 
upravels = 0” % {?J, 
where 
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(9) 
bx@u={bx-;ixj+jxit[[a]lIxEbx A Itxsa} 
u {bx+KalD. 
The function It returns the last element of a nonempty sequence. The next step is 
to promote the function Min, . The following theorem gives conditions under which 
this is possible, but, as we shall see in a moment, it does not quite give what is wanted. 
Theorem 2. Suppose 0 a E Min,.. (6%~) and 
cxs cy =a c (xOa)s c (ycla) 
for all x, y and a. Then 0 % e E Mitt,. 0” % {e}. 
(10) 
To see why Theorem 2 does not help, consider the following two smallest upravels 
of [3, 1,4]: 
X11, [3,415 and K31, [L 411. 
Applying 02 to these bags gives 
2[1,21, [3,4lI and X21, [31, [L 415, 
which have different sizes. Hence condition (10) fails. 
Fortunately, Theorem 2 holds under weaker assumptions. The idea is to weaken 
Mint to Min( c), where L is an arbitrary pveordering. A preordering L satisfies 
the two conditions: 
(1) xcx, i.e. L is reflexive. 
(2) XC y and y c z implies XC z, i.e. c is transitive. 
A preordering that satisfies the additional condition 
xcy or ycx 
is called a total preordering, and a preordering that satisfies 
x~y and y~x implies x=y 
is called a partial ordering. A preordering satisfying both extra conditions is called 
a total ordering. The ordering L defined by 
xry = cxscy 
is a total preorder, and a total order if C is injective. 
The function Min = Min( C) is defined by 
MinS={x/xES A Vy~s:x~y}. 
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Thus, Min S returns the set, possibly empty, of minimum elements of S under c. 
The proof of the following theorem is postponed to Appendix A: 
Theorem 3. Let Min = Min(c), where c is a preorder. Suppose Oa E Min. (@a) and 
Oa is monotonic under L, i.e. 
XEy =3 xOaEyOu. 
Then O+eEMin~0”+{e}. 
The proof of the following corollary to Theorem 3 is immediate: 
Corollary 1. With G us above, suppose G respects C, i.e. 
xcy =3 cxacy. 
Then O+e~Min,~~O”%{e}. 
It follows that we can express sur as a left-reduction if we can find a preorder E 
that satisfies the monotonicity condition of Theorem 3 and respects #. 
It is clear that for any bx E upravels x the sizes of elements in bx@u depend only 
on a and the lust elements of sequences in 6x. Let lx = It * bx, so lx E jA1. Informally, 
the “smaller” lx is, the more likely that a can be appended to some sequence in 
bx, so that 6x63~ contains an upravel of the same size as 6x. 
At the outset, there are two reasonable candidates for formalising this notion of 
“smaller” on jAJ. One is to define a total lexicographic ordering G by taking 155 Ix 
and, for nonempty lx and ly, 
lxsly = a<6 v (a=6 A lx-JuJsly-lb)), 
where a = U/ lx and b = U/ ly. The notion of an upravel depends on A being totally 
ordered, and t_ is taken with respect to the total order on A. The problem with this 
ordering, however, is that it does not respect #, i.e. lx d ly does not imply #lx d # ly, 
and so we reject 9 as not being suitable. 
The other method is to define a partial ordering c by taking jlrlx and, for 
nonempty lx and ly, 
lxsly = uab A lx-Julsly-jbJ, 
where, again, a = U/ lx and b = U/ ly. This time we do have #lx s # ly if lx c ly, 
so z respects #. 
Using C, we can now define an ordering, also denoted by C, on l[A]‘J: 
bxEby = It*bxcIt*by. 
However, L over j[A]+j is only a preordering. 
With this definition of r the set 6x@ a does contain a minimal element bxO a 
defined by appending a to an x E bx with It x as large as possible, subject to it being 
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no greater than a. We will not give details of the straightforward proof of this fact. 
A simple expression for bx 0 a requires arranging bx as a sequence [x, x2, . . . , x,], 
in which the last elements of x, , x2,. . . , x, are in ascending order. Then we have 
[]0a = [[a]], and 
if ItxSa, 
otherwise. 
This is the same definition of 0 that arose at the end of the greedy derivation. 
It remains to verify the monotonicity condition 
xscys =3 xsOacysOu. 
But this is also straightforward, and we omit details. In conclusion, we can define 
sur=O+[]. 
5. A deterministic method 
Let us now briefly return to specification (2): 
sur = n,/ . all upa . unravels. 
Recall that n, selects the smaller of its two arguments under a total ordering S+ 
that respects #. 
For equational definitions such as this, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 4. Let Ou = fl/ . (@a) and suppose 
n/ . (au)* = (Ou).rl/. 
Then O+e=n/ .63”+(e). 
(11) 
Equation (11) holds if Ou is monotonic under c, the ordering associated with 
ll, but full monotonicity is not necessary. The proof of Theorem 4 is somewhat 
easier than the previous two theorems, mainly because the argument can be restricted 
to equational reasoning. 
Can we find a total ordering s+ on 2[A]‘l that respects # (at least on the set of 
upravels of a sequence) and satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4 when 0 is the 
operator associated with upravels? Given what we now know of the solution to the 
greedy approach, we can define 4 # by taking 1s 6 # bx and, for nonempty bx and by, 
bx-= .+b,v = X>~Y v (x=y A bx-jxjs+by-jyl), 
where x = Ll,/ bx and y = LJ,/ by. Thus, bx is smaller than by if the largest element, 
under sL, of bx is larger than the largest element of by. The ordering sr on [A] 
is defined by taking [] s Lx and 
x+[u]s ,ytk[b] = u<b v (u=b A xc,y). 
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The effect of this choice of sS is to define sur x as lx,, x2,. . , x,1, where x, = 
Ll,/ subs x, x2 = Ll,/ subs (x-x,), and so on. As we have seen, Imu x = U,/ subs x, 
so this ordering gives the required solution. However, we still have to verify that 
S# respects # on the upravels of a sequence, and I have been unable to do this. 
In fact, it is sufficient to show something weaker, namely that n,/ upravels x returns 
a bag of smallest size. In other words, it is not necessary for 6, to respect # as 
long as the minimum element under s,+ is of smallest size (modulo the restriction 
to the upravels of a sequence). This fact can be established. It is also possible to 
verify the hypothesis of Theorem 4, but the proof is not easy. 
Comments 
By now it will appear that the problem of the smallest upravel is indeed a subtle 
one. Of the three approaches outlined above, the greedy method is perhaps the 
most direct. Moreover, the same strategy works for other problems, such as Huffman 
coding trees, for which the promotion of a left-reduction method does not work 
(there is no inductive method for building a Huffman coding tree by augmenting 
an optimal solution with an extra value). On the other hand, given Theorem 3, the 
promotion method is perhaps the simplest as far as details are concerned. The 
advantage of the third approach, the deterministic method, rests solely on the 
grounds that we can stay within a framework of equational reasoning. Though it 
works for this problem, the details are complicated because the proof obligations 
are stronger. While in some cases (for example, in problems about partitions of a 
sequence) the deterministic method goes through very smoothly, in other cases it 
just does not apply at all. 
Appendix A 
The proof of Theorem 3 depends on three lemmas. 
Lemma A.l. If acb =+ faLfb, then f*.Mins Min.f*. 
Proof. 
bEf*Minx 
= {definition of * and Min} 
3aEx:b=fa A VcEx:acc 
* {hypothesis} 
3aEx:b=fa A Vctx:facfc 
= {definition of * and Min} 
bEMin(f*x). 0 
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Lemma A.2. Suppose f E Min. F. Then Min-f*c_ Min.u/. F*. 
Proof. 
b E Min (f *x) 
= {definition of * and Min} 
3aEx:b=fa A VcEx:bcfc 
3 {hypothesis gives bcfc + Vd E FCC d} 
3acx:b=fa A VcEx:VdEFc:brd 
= {definition of u/} 
3aEx:b=fa A VdEv/ F*x:bcd 
= {definition of Min and f E F} 
bEMin(u/ F*x). 0 
Lemma A.3. Suppose f E Min. F and g E Min. G, where g is monotonic. 73en g.f E 
Min.u/.G*.F. 
Proof. 
g.f 
E {hypothesis f’~ Min. F and definition of *} 
g*.Min. F 
c_ {Lemma A.1) 
Min.g*. F 
c_ {Lemma A.2} 
Min.ul.G*.F. q 
Proof of Theorem 3. We use induction on x to show 
(0 74 e)x E Min (Fx), 
where F = 0” 74 {e}. The base case follows at once from Min {e} = {e}. The inductive 
case follows if we can show 
fEMin.F + (Oa).f6Min.(@“a).E 
But this follows at once from Lemma A.3 with g = (Oa) and G = (@a), noting that 
O”a=u/.G*. 0 
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